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About The Customer

Business Goal

Axfood is one of the largest food retailers and wholesalers in Sweden with almost 11,000 employees.  In 2016, Axfood acquired 

Mat.se - a leading eCommerce player in Sweden. It offers a broad range of groceries including fresh food in combination 

with recipes and weekly menus while focusing to deliver high-quality food items at competitive prices. Kokaihop.se, the 

sister website of Mat.se, is one of the biggest food recipe sites in Sweden, with a collection of over 36,000 recipes shared 

by more than 950,000 members. 

In the year 2011, Mat.se wanted to build a high-performing e-commerce 

platform that could enable efficient processing of its customer orders 

through a well-functioning supply chain, delivery, and warehouse 

management at the backend and offer a revenue stream for the business. 

A special focus was on enhanced search capabilities to help customers 

find products quickly and with ease. The overall platform was required to 

offer effective customer engagement to ensure a reduced shopping cart 

abandonment rate and enhance overall sales. Most importantly, this all had 

to be achieved in an ambitious turnaround time of just 4 months. Kokaihop 

too needed scalability with an engaging experience for its users. The idea 

was to introduce customer engagement events on the platform and an 

effective search feature.

Summary

In the year 2011, Mat.se approached TO THE NEW for an end-to-end eCommerce platform in the ambitious turnaround 

time of 4 months. The platform offered a new revenue stream as it efficiently expanded its customer base. Mat.se got listed 

on NASDAQ within 3 years of the launch of its operations and went on to launch the world’s first commercially available 

in-Car Delivery Service.

End-to-end Product Engineering partner of one of the biggest 

e-commerce companies in Sweden

155 qualified leads generated

TO THE NEW Comes Into The Picture

TO THE NEW partnered with Mat.se (acquired later by Axfood in 2016) as an end-to-end Product Engineering partner 

since the inception, working closely with their product team. We developed the entire eCommerce platform for Mat.

se within the stipulated period using an agile software development methodology. The scope included the entire back-

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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Technical Highlights 

Customer Delight Delivered 

A simple, intuitive, and user-friendly interface was designed for Axfood platforms

A menu-planner functionality was introduced to help Axfood customers plan for weekly menus with ingredients 

of their choice on a single click. Moreover, the recipe pages on the website have default products mapped against 

ingredients that customers can order (after modifications if any required) on a single click.

A rich and real-time end-user experience upon being redirected to the payment gateway was enabled

Customers could now create a personal shopping list and share within their social circle, which eventually contributed 
to significantly increasing the customer base. 

Temporary caching enabled for frequently requested data on websites to alleviate database load. Furthermore, caching 
was enabled for rendered HTML pages. This rendered speed to the platform,  enabling faster response to customer 
requests.

Integration with multiple payment gateways made the shopping experience even more convenient for the customers.

Cloud platform as a service leveraged to enable rapid application deployment and scaling of the application

The prediction engine made highly personalized product recommendations to the customers based on their user 

history.

Developed and deployed a prediction engine for better user experience. A seamless real-time search was 

enabled within the website. 

A significant improvement in delivery and warehouse management ensured improved customer satisfaction.

GDPR compliance was enabled effectively for Kokaihop and Mat.se

Recipe Collections, real-time notifications via Email, recipe management features, and gamification features were 

added to the Kokaihop platform for better user engagement.

Message-oriented middleware was implemented to enable seamless communication between distributed application 
modules to ensure efficient management of customer requests and background tasks 

The chef’s team at Axfood could now send to its customers a personalized weekly recipe recommendation. 

end, front-end, RESTful web services, and mobile application platforms. Furthermore, TO THE NEW developed a high 

performance and scalable web platform for Kokaihop extending to both iOS and Android application platforms.

The platform put in place a stable and growing revenue stream for Axfood. The company went public within 3 years of 

the launch of the eCommerce platform and eventually went on to launch the world’s first in-Car Delivery Service. With 

the new eCommerce platform, the end-user experience was completely transformed with an efficient, easy-to-use 

interface that provided a highly personalized experience with much-reduced wait time. The key highlights of the delivered 

eCommerce platform included -
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Customer Testimonial

“After 3 years of relationship and execution of some very large projects, TO THE NEW is no more a vendor or a partner. It 

has become our development team (just sitting somewhere else). Agile methods combined with the crack development 

team make working with TO THE NEW a very smooth experience.”

Mikael Andersson -  E-Commerce Head, Mat.se

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/TOTHENEWDigital/
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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Know more about our Digital Marketing offerings

www.tothenew.com Talk to Our Experts

Technology Stack

Front End

Mobile
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Other Tools
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